ABSTRACT The dialogue response generation is a challenging task in chatbot applications. Recently neuralnetwork-based dialogue models, including the sequence-to-sequence model and the RNN language models, are able to generate fluent and grammatically compliant responses, while there is a major limitation that most of the responses generated by these models are of chit-chat style instead of being informative. After investigating the currently used models, we found that one primary challenge is to model and generate informative words, such as named entities, especially when the entities have sparsely existed in training corpus. To address this problem, we propose to augment neural network-based generative architecture with knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader to incorporate external textual knowledge into the dialogue model to facilitate the dialogue modeling and generation. We evaluate the model with the Ubuntu dataset through automatic evaluation metrics and human evaluation. The experimental study has shown our methods outperform strong baselines in multiple metrics. We also visualize how the attention works in the dialogue context to verify the effectiveness of knowledge attentive reader mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic chatbot has recently attracted much attention and can be used in a lot of applications such as personal assistants in smart phone, customer service for online shopping, or technical support. To implement a successful chatbot system, how to effectively generate proper responses given an input question is one of the most fundamental challenges. Earlier work focused on rule-based or instance-based mechanism. For example, Banchs and Li [1] introduced an instance-based dialogue system based on a large conversational data set that uses a dual search strategy to complete the conversation. Similarly,Wang et al. [2] proposed a retrieval-based automatic question answer model by constructing a short text dialogue data set.
Though the retrieval-based approach has achieved satisfied performance and is easy to implement, it has a limitation when the input question does not fall into the scope of the existed question and answer repository. Recently, due
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Long Wang. to the development of deep learning technology, especially the emergence of end-to-end learning algorithms, a lot of advanced response generation-based dialogue systems have been proposed. The SEQ2SEQ model is one of the most popular approaches and has been widely lauded as a promising solution for this task [3] . A typical SEQ2SEQ model is an Encoder-Decoder framework consisting of recurrent neural networks (RNN) to encode the source statement and map it to a fixed length, while the vector space will be decoded by another RNN to the vector space of the target statement [4] .
Though SEQ2SEQ model has been widely employed and can generate smooth, grammatically compliant responses [5] , [6] , it has a significant limitation, or called ''safe response'' problem [7] , which means the model tends to generate general responses (e.g., ''I don't know'', ''Yes, it's OK''), thereby making such chatbot far from practical use [8] . To overcome this challenge, some more sophisticated models are proposed, e.g. Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (HRED) [9] , Conditional Variation Auto Encoder (CVAE) [10] and so on. Some researchers further explored reinforcement learning, different optimization functions, attention-based model and other advanced mechanism to solve this problem [11] - [13] . For example, Zhao et al. [14] used latent variables to learn a distribution over potential conversational intents and generates diverse responses. The latent variable is sampled from trained prior distribution, which is integrated with linguistic prior knowledge and fed to the decoder to enforce more meaningful generation. Similarly, Li et al. [15] proposed to use Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as an objective function to replace the log-likelihood of target response given the context.
Besides employing more sophisticated models and advanced tuning mechanism towards proper response generation, another important thought is to add extra information (e.g., emotions information, personal and knowledge) to help generate diverse responses [15] , [16] . For example, Li et al. [17] proposed to integrate user identity to help generate more personalized responses. Asghar et al. [18] discussed the feasibility of employing emotion information to help generate diverse responses. It has been justified that using extra knowledge is able to help generate more meaningful responses [19] .
Though adding extra information is a promising direction to some extent, it is still a challenging task to design a proper mechanism to integrate suitable information into the response generation process since the type of such extra information is diverse. For example, Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus [20] is a popular technical oriented chat task and it consists of both technical and general chat contents. People can seek technical support for various Ubuntu-related problems. To assist chat in such system, it is interesting to ask if the technical background can be properly used as extra information to help response diverse generation.
Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus does not contain much information about the functioning and usage of Ubuntu entities (or called commands), which are however important clues for dialogue model to generate coherent and informative response since a great number of chats are related to technical topics. A primary challenge in building fully data-driven conversation models for such technique-oriented dialogue is that many of the entities are sparsely represented in existing conversational datasets. However, Ubuntu manual page 1 is a form of software documentation, which includes information about Ubuntu user commands and system programs (such as library and system calls). All manual pages follow a common layout that may include synopsis, description and use case. The description is normally a textual explanation of the functioning of the command or program, which is a high-quality source of Ubuntu knowledge.
Therefore, in this research, we proposed an advanced framework to make use of the knowledge contained in Ubuntu manual pages to help generate more meaningful response in technical oriented chat systems. We firstly convert these entities' text descriptions to knowledge embedding by word embedding average or BERT [21] model. Afterwards we 1 http://manpages.ubuntu.com/ further concatenate the knowledge embedding to traditional word embedding during response generation. As such it can augment the word semantic representation with Ubuntu technical knowledge for better dialogue context understanding, thereby helping dialogue model to better understand the technical term in dialogue history and to generate response in same text style with technical descriptions. Furthermore, in each step of decoding, a knowledge reader is designed to attentively read the knowledge embeddings that relevant to the dialogue contexts and retrieve the semantic information from knowledge embedding to generate informative and proper dialogue responses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II will briefly discuss current challenges in dialogue response generation and the recent methods towards this task. Section III will illustrate the proposed technical knowledge aware response generation framework. Section IV will elaborate the experimental study and Section V will conclude this paper and point our further possible research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, the development of data-driven natural language dialogue generation models has attracted great attention in both of academic and industry communities. Conventional methods tend to rely on hand-made rules and templates to find suitable responses [22] , [23] , while this process is laborious and the domain migration cannot be achieved efficiently [24] . Furthermore, the retrieval method based dialogue system also requires many prepared answers to the questions [25] , [26] and such systems cannot generate new utterances when responding to unknown questions [27] .
With the development of forums and microblogs on the Internet, a large number of dialogue corpses have been produced. To make full use of these giant corpses, translation model is employed to generate proper response. For example, Ritter et al. proposed a statistical phrase-based machine translation model for this task [28] . Later on, due to the success of RNN in machine translation, SEQ2SEQ model is proposed and applied in the field of dialogue modeling and can generate a dialogue response in a person-to-person conversation [24] , [29] . Due to the long propagation problem of training signal [7] , [30] , the conversation information at the beginning of dialogue is often ignored when generating the response. The SEQ2SEQ model exhibits a tendency to generate generic non-informative responses, such as ''I do not know''. Thereafter, Serban et al. designed a hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder (HRED) for better modeling dialogue generation [7] . The word-level RNN encodes each utterance to an utterance vector. The context-level encoders keep track of past utterances by processing utterance vector iteratively.
Later on, the HRED model is further improved by introducing the Conditional Variance Auto Encoder (CVAE) mechanism [12] and [14] . The latent stochastic variables capture the high-level information of the dialogue by encoding the contextual utterances into a probabilistic distribution Another line of research is to incorporate external features (e.g., knowledge) into dialogue model. Li et al. tried to conduct research work on the speaker consistency of multiple-turn dialogue and propose a speaker model encoding personas in distributed embeddings that capture individual characteristics such as background information and speaking style [15] . Assigning a fixed personality to a chatbot is one of the main challenges in the field of dialogue. As such Qian et al. [31] proposed a method that uses a profile detector to select correct chat bot personality and generate personality coherent responses.
Zhou et al. [32] further proposed an Emotional Chat Machine (ECM) that generates emotional responses given a context and an emotion category of the response. The internal memory models the process of expressing emotions. The emotion state decays by a certain amount, if decoder generates a certain word expressing the corresponding emotion. The external memory decides whether to choose an emotional or generic (non-emotional) word at a given step during decoding. Affect-LM is an extension of the LSTM language model using word emotion dictionary (LIWC) to obtain the vector of dialogue emotion category and generate responses coherent to detected emotion category [33] .
Another example of incorporating external knowledge is a SEQ2SEQ model which can incorporate external relevant facts [34] . Multiple textural facts can be encoded into a fixed-length vector representation by a variance of the memory network. Zhou et al. [35] studies how to improve the language understanding and generation ability of the dialogue model by introducing structured knowledge graph. The dialogue model uses a graph attention mechanism to encode the knowledge triples into a vector. In the process of language generation, the model enhances the appropriate knowledge triples according to the current decoder state through the dynamic graph attention mechanism. This work distinguishes itself from previous work which explored the structured knowledge graph, whereas we are attempting to leverage unstructured text knowledge using knowledge embedding and attentive knowledge reader to generate informative and coherent dialogue responses.
III. METHODOLOGY A. TASK DEFINITION AND MODEL OVERVIEW
Follow the definition of [7] , we also consider a dialogue as a sequence of M turns of utterances, i.e., D = {U 1 , ..., U M }, and the dialogue involves two speakers. Each U t contains a sequence of N t words, i.e., U t = {x t,1 , ..., x t,N t }, where x t,i is a word from vocabulary V and representing the ith word in turn t. Furthermore, we define w(x t,i ) and k(x t,i ) as the word embedding and knowledge embedding of word x t,i respectively. In this paper we try to integrate technical knowledge into dialogue response generation. Ubuntu entities include user commands and programs (such as vim or iptable) and the description of Ubuntu entity in manual pages consists of one or several sentences to briefly present its functioning and options. We propose to obtain the knowledge embeddings k(x t,i ) of Ubuntu entities from the textural descriptions of Ubuntu entities T = {s 1 , ...s i , ...s n }, where s i represents the sentences in description for a certain Ubuntu entity. For a given multi-turn dialogue context {U 1 , ..., U t } and corresponding Ubuntu knowledge T , our goal is to generate a proper and informative next turn utterance U t+1 .
The overview of our knowledge enhanced dialogue framework is presented in Fig. 1 . We propose to augment the word embedding w(x t,i ) of word x t,i by concatenating its knowledge embedding k(x t,i ) to obtain the knowledge incorporated representation e(x t,i ) = [w(x t,i ); k(x t,i )]. The word x t,i is used as key to match an entity in Ubuntu manual and the text in the description of matched entity is converted to knowledge embedding by averaging the words embedding or adopting BERT [21] model. Furthermore, in each decoding step we propose a knowledge attentive reader, which can read Ubuntu knowledge embeddings from contextually relevant entities to generate informative and proper dialogue responses.
B. HIERARCHICAL RECURRENT ENCODER-DECODER
Here we will briefly introduce the definition of Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (HRED) as it is the foundation of the proposed framework. A HRED consists of three RNNs, i.e., an word encoder RNN, a context encoder, and a decoder RNN, which correspond to the bottom, the middle, and the top layer of Fig. 1 
where e(x t,i ) is the embedding of the ith word in turn t, and f can be Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [4] or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [36] . The context-level encoder recursively summarizes the dialogue turns up to the t turn into a hidden states h c t with the recurrent function shown in Eq.2. The last hidden vector h c t is fed into the decoder RNN as representation of previous dialogue context to generate the next turn utterance U t+1 word by word.
where h c t−1 is t − 1 turn context-level hidden state, and h w t is the last word-level hidden state in turn t.
The decoder RNN works similar to RNNLM except that the context vector h c t is used as extra input for word generation.
where h d t+1,i−1 is the decoder hidden state of previous step in turn t + 1, e(x t+1,i−1 ) is the embedding(representation) of the generated word in previous decoding step, the context hidden states h c t is that the context vector up to turn t from context-level RNN layer.
The decoder generates a token by sampling from the output probability distribution which can be computed as follows:
where x <i+1 represents all previous words in the turn t + 1, U <t+1 represents all words in previous turns. h d t+1,i+1 is the hidden state generated by decoder and z t+1,i+1 is output from attentive reader for the i step in turn t + 1 (details see Section III-D), the parameters O h and O z are learned during the model training.
We use the negative log-likelihood (Eq. 5) as the loss function to train the model parameters on a set of training data.
where N s is the total number of training samples, M is the number of turns in each dialogue, N t is the number of words in each turn.
C. KNOWLEDGE EMBEDDING
Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus consists of conversations extracted from the Ubuntu chat logs, focusing on technical support for various Ubuntu-related problems [37] . Because its target is for the technical support, the dialogues involve many Ubuntu entity names, including commands and system program names. It is difficult for an end-to-end dialogue model to learn the functioning and usage of low-frequency Ubuntu entity names. However, the Ubuntu manual page presents each entity function in its description section. We propose to represent the information from manual page into a real-valued vector as knowledge embedding k(x t,i ). The word x t,i is used as key to match an entity in Ubuntu manual. For sake of simplicity, we take the average of the word embeddings in description section of matched entity from manual page as the knowledge embedding for word x t,i .
where w i refer to the word embedding in description section of matched entity from manual pages and N d is the number of words in description section. The averaged word embedding further goes through a single hidden layer.
where parameters W k ∈ R d×d , and b ∈ R d are learned during the model training, d is the dimension of word embedding. By concatenating the knowledge embedding k(x t,i ) to word embedding w(x t,i ), it augments the semantics of a word by incorporating the corresponding Ubuntu system knowledge from manual page. For common words (e.g., what or in) which match no entity in the Ubuntu manual, an all-zero vector is concatenated to word embedding. The concatenated vector e(x t,i ) = [w(x t,i );k(x t,i )] fed to the encode RNN (Eq. 1). As alternatives to the average of the word embeddings in description, we also experimented with pre-trained BERT [21] model to convert text description to knowledge embedding. The testing results will be elaborated in Section IV-D. 
D. KNOWLEDGE ATTENTIVE READER
The proposed model is partially inspired by the way how human handle dialogue generation. To offer a dialogue response for Ubuntu related problems, people probably refer to Ubuntu manual page to find relevant commands and programs to give proper response accordingly. The model attentively reads the knowledge embeddings which are relevant to the dialog context. As mentioned before, we take the average of the word embeddings in description of manual page as the knowledge embedding for each Ubuntu entity. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , when generating word j in turn t + 1, the attentive reader takes the word-level encoder hidden state and knowledge embedding [h w τ,i ; k(x τ,i )] of all words in previous t turns as input to produce knowledge/context vector z t+1,j when generate the jth word of t + 1 turn utterance, as shown in follows:
where h d t+1,j is the hidden state of decoder at step j in turn t + 1, h w τ,i and k(x τ,i ) are the word-level encoder hidden states and knowledge embedding for word i in turn τ , t is the number of turns in dialogue context, N τ is the number of words in turn τ , parameters W att , U att , and b are learned during the model training.
In the output layer, the decoder hidden states h d t+1,j and knowledge/context vector z t+1,j are used to predict the jth word in turn t + 1.
where x <j represents all previous words in the current turn, U <t+1 represents all words in previous turns. O v k ∈ R d×V is the projection vector corresponding to the word v k , O h ∈ R d h ×d and O z ∈ R d z ×d respectively project h d t+1,j and z t+1,j into the same d dimensional space for the hidden vector.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY A. DATASET 1) UBUNTU MANUAL PAGE DATASET
We crawled Ubuntu manual page to constitute the knowledge database, which contains 76k Ubuntu-related entities, including commands and system programs. We adopt the description section of each entity as the external knowledge. By text matching, 5,218 entities are initially selected in dialogue corpus. However, many of matched entities were commonly used English words (e.g., ''the'' or ''I''), which are probably mismatched situation. As such We removed all English words from matched entities and finally 3,715 entities were retained.
2) UBUNTU DIALOGUE CORPUS
We evaluate our proposed model on a preprocessed version of the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus [12] . Most Ubuntu dialogues are goal-oriented, i.e., user posts a specific technical question and others discuss it and try to help solve the problem. The nature of the Ubuntu corpus is suitable for exploring models for generating informative responses. In order to evaluate our proposed model, we remove the dialogues which do not contain any Ubuntu entity. As such 27,2128 dialogues in training corpus were retained, 11,594 dialogues in testing set and 11,880 dialogues in validate set were retained. On average, there are 5.5 turns per dialogue and the detailed statistics of this dataset is given in Table 1 . 
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In this research we employ two evaluation metrics to measure the response generation accuracy [12] . One is the Embedding Average metric (EACosine) defined as the cosine similarity between the embedding vectors of the model response and the ground truth response. The embedding vector of an utterance is the mean over the word embeddings in the utterance. It is a metric to encourage semantic similarity. The other one is the BLEU [38] , which compares n-grams of the generated responses with the n-grams of the reference responses and count the number of matches. The matches are positionindependent. These two metrics have been widely adopted for measuring textual similarity.
Following previous studies [11] , [12] , [39] , we also perform evaluations using the distinct-1, distinct-2 [11] , average entropy [12] , number of entities per response (denoted as Ent.) [35] to measure the abilities of our proposed models to promote diversity and to provide more information in dialogue generation.
In this paper we further adopt human evaluation, since it is broadly agreed that objective metrics weakly correlate with human evaluation results. Human evaluation is a necessity in dialogue generation, although human evaluation on a big testing set is expensive and hard to compare with other models in the literatures. Average embedding metric is designed to measure semantic similarity and topic similarity. That means if the model generated response has similar semantic content to the ground truth response, the metric will yield a high score. We follow previous work [12] and adopt Embedding metric since it is believed that they do reflect the quality of a response to some extent [40] .
C. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
In order to make clear comparison, we make three groups of experiment setting:
• Baseline Models: The SEQ2SEQ with attention [41] is widely used in QA (single-turn dialogue) scenario. The LSTMLM refers to simple LSTM Language Model. HRED(300) and HRED(600) stand for the HRED model with 300-dimension pretrained word embedding and 600-dimension randomly initialized word embedding respectively.
• Knowledge Embedding Enhanced: kg2v300 average and kg2v300 BERT stand for the HRED model with 300-dimension pretrained word embedding concatenated with 300-dimension word average knowledge embedding and 300-dimension BERT knowledge embedding respectively.
• Combination: kg2v300 + kg att stands for the combination of 300-dimension word average knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader.
The SEQ2SEQ baseline has 1-layer LSTM with 500 hidden units in both encoder and decoder. The LSTMLM baseline follows setting as described in [7] with 500 hidden units for single LSTM layer. The HRED baseline follows the same setting as described in [7] with 500, 1000 and 500 hidden units respectively for the encoder RNN, the context RNN and decoder RNN. The mini-batch size is 80. The encoder RNN is a standard GRU RNN. Bi-HRED extends the HRED model with a bi-directions word level encoder. All the models are trained using Adam [42] for optimization in RNN backpropagation. The learning rate is 0.0002 and the models ran at most 20 epochs.
From the performances of the different variants of our models, we can see both knowledge embedding enhancement and combination outperform the baseline in Bleu and Embedding cosine. Knowledge embedding especially improves the information entropy of response generation and Bleu. It generates responses with best Information entropy, Bleu and longest responses. However it has almost no effect on embedding average cosine, which is considered as a primary metric in previous work [12] . The combination of knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader obtains the tradeoff between Bleu, and embedding average cosine. It achieved substantial improvement on both Bleu and Embedding average cosine. In addition, it generates responses with most bigrams and more entities. We can see following sections for details. Our code is available at: https://github.com/w82318029/kg2vReader. Table 2 shows BLEU and Embedding metric evaluation results for our models and the baselines. As mentioned before, LSTMLM [39] and HRED [7] has been widely used as a dialogue generation framework, which outperforms over SEQ2SEQ in multi-turn dialog generation. The SEQ2SEQ model is better suited to converting information from source sequence to target sequence [39] . Language models (including LSTMLM, HRED and our proposed models), on the contrary, are trained over the entire dialogue as one single sequence. The similar performance comparison is reported in [39] , where the performance of the SEQ2SEQ model perform is unsatisfactory, suggesting that the SEQ2SEQ model is inadequate to model the complexity of Ubuntu dialogues. HRED with 300-dimension pretrained embedding achieves a best BLUE score of 0.645 and HRED with 600-dimension randomly initialized word embedding achieves a best EACosine (Embedding Average Cosine) score of 0.554963.
D. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION
Knowledge embedding, namely, kg2v300 average (concatenated with average knowledge embedding) and kg2v300 BERT (concatenated with BERT knowledge embedding) achieve significant improvement in Bleu and similar performance in word embedding average. kg2v300 average achieved best Bleu, i.e., 16.2% over best baseline.
The combination of knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader obtains the tradeoff between Bleu, and embedding average cosine, i.e., 13.2% and 0.6% over the best baseline, respectively. This confirms our hypothesis that generating responses with knowledge attentive reader can capture external knowledge from Ubuntu man page and lead to longer and more meaningful responses compared to the HRED baseline model.
As can be seen in Table 3 , kg2v + kg Attentive Reader model captures proper topic with more informative content generated in certain scenarios.
As previously stated, existing end-to-end models exhibit a tendency to generic non-informative response, such as I do not know. Table 4 contains the comparisons of response diversity result between baseline models and our proposed models. dct-1 and dct-2 refer to distinct-1 and dictinct-2 metric proposed by [11] . They are the number of distinct unigrams and bigrams divided by total number of generated words. Distinct unigrams, bigrams and total number of generated words are also presented in table 4 as |1gram|, |2gram| and |wd|. It can be seen that SEQ2SEQ baseline model achieves best distinct-1 and distinct-2, while it generates less distinct bigrams and especially the total words in responses. High distinct-2 can be a direct consequence of substantially low total number of generated words. The SEQ2SEQ is able to generate more distinct unigrams, however, it did not generate more entities per response (see Table 6 ).
Besides SEQ2SEQ model, average knowledge embedding can substantially increase the distinct unigram and bigram number over LSTMLM and HRED models. The combination of knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader further make improvement on the distinct unigram and bigram number and achieved best dictinct-2, even it generate responses with second most words.
Following experiment in [12] , we presents the average response length and average entropy with respect to the maximum likelihood unigram model over the generated responses (Table 6 ). The |U | refers to average response length. The H w refers to information entropy per word and computed as H w = − w∈U p(w)logp(w). The H U refers to information entropy per response. The unigram probabilities are computed according to the maximum-likelihood unigram distribution of the training corpus. As shown in Table 6 , baseline model outputs low-entropy (generic) responses, which is consistent with previous literature [12] .
Our models, especially kg2v300 average and kg2v300 + kg att, produce response with higher entropy per word and utterance entropy H U , which is in good agreement with our previous experiment about BLEU and embedding average scores. Following [35] , we also the calculated the number of entities per response to measure the model's ability to generate informative content related to ubuntu manual page. Many ubuntu entity names (such as ''which'' and ''pip'') are also commonly used English words. In order to avoid ambiguity, we made a compact entity list with only none-English-word Entities and count the number of entities per response from the compact list. As showed in Table 6 , kg2v300 + kg att generates responses with more ubuntu entities. It appears to suggest that our proposed knowledge enhanced model is able to promote topic coherence and information-richness in the dialog generation. In the comparison between kg2v average and kg2v BERT, the average of word embedding method generally outperforms the BERT one. Due to the limited time and computing resource, we use the BERT 2 without fine tuning to convert the text of Ubuntu entity description into knowledge embedding. As a result of the complexity of such technique-oriented text, the BERT method is not able to provide a better representation of text than the average of word embedding.
E. HUMAN EVALUATION
Automatic evaluation of generative dialog model remains an open research challenge [43] . As a complementary result to automatic evaluation, we also present human evaluation. We recruited three human annotators with ubuntu system experiments. We manually evaluate the generations of knowledge embedding BERT, knowledge embedding average, and the combined model (kg2v300 + kg att) on 300 randomly chosen examples.
For each example, the dialogue context and generated responses were showed. The model identities were anonymized. Following [35] , we used two metrics: appropriateness at the content level (whether the response is proper in content, grammar and logic) and informativeness at the knowledge level (whether the response offer new knowledge and information beyond the dialog context). We ask human annotators to give a preference in pair-wise comparison, in terms of the two metrics. Tie was allowed. Agreements among the annotators were calculated using Fleiss kappa [44] . The averaged human evaluation result after removing ''Tie'' pairs is showed in Table 5 . All our attention models significantly outperform HRED baseline in 2 https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as-service term of both metrics (sign test, p-value < 0.005) and high kappa scores indicate that annotators reached agreement in most case. Specifically, our models make better performance in informativeness metrics, which confirms our hypothesis that generating responses with knowledge embedding and attentive reader can incorporate external knowledge into dialogue model and lead to more meaningful responses compared to the HRED baseline model.
F. ATTENTION VISUALIZATION
Apart from evaluating the system performance, we also conducted another line of experiment to investigate how the attention mechanism works. We directly check if the generated words pay attention to the relevant ones in the dialogue context. Table 7 shows the top 20 context words with highest average attention weights. Each context word in our test set has a corresponding attention weight while being used to generate words in the next dialog turn. We average these weights for each context word and sort them accordingly. As illustrated, most of the top 20 context words are ubuntu-related entity. We further check the top 200 words and observe that 14.5% of them are in ubuntu entity list, which is a much higher percentage comparing to 2.3% entity word in the entire dataset as given in Table 1 . In order to further show how knowledge attentive reader can extract information, we visualized the attention weight for one complete dialog. Figure 2 illustrates a dialogue example for how attention weight α ij lay out for generating the dialog response. It is 3-turn dialog. __eot__ stands for ''end of turn'' and __eou__ stands for ''end of utterance''. The dialogue context (x-axis): ''try sudo service lightdm start __eou__ <unk> __eou__ sudo service lightdm restart :) __eou__ __eot__ desktop restarted, still no unity __eou _ is there any way to test which video drivers my system is actually using ?''. The generated response (y-axis) is ''what VOLUME 7, 2019 video card do you have ? __eou__ __eot__''. It is observed that knowledge attentive reader can attend to important words with external knowledge. For example, when generating words ''video'' and ''card'', the words in context with highest attention are ''service'', ''system'', ''drivers'', ''restarted'', etc.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a knowledge aware dialogue response generation framework which consists of knowledge embedding and knowledge attentive reader to facilitate dialogue understanding and generation in goal-oriented technical support applications. We evaluate the model with the Ubuntu dataset and report the result on multiple metrics, which demonstrate our approach can generate more coherent and informative dialogue responses.
For future work, we need to explore enhance the knowledge attentive reader with reasoning ability, which can incorporate the most relevant external knowledge into dialogue model. All experiments and our observation of the generated responses show that it is still difficult for current models to represent the complexity of human-human dialogs. We will pursue these research directions in future. 
